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Current scenario

We’ve seen companies handle task management in 2 broad  ways:

Manual : Everything is handled via sheets of paper and progress reports 
that are filled in

WhatsApp/Telephone : Location, task and photo updates shared via 
WhatsApp

However, these approaches have their challenges:

- Not easy to get information in one place
- Not digitized
- Doesn’t scale well
- Supervisors/HR/IT have to spend a lot of time maintaining this 

infrastructure
- Not real time
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Solution : Unolo

Field executive app

Location tracking
Real time location tracking 

using smartphone’s GPS 

sensor.

Biometric attendance
Capture real time working 

status either manually or 

automatically based on 

shift.

Task management
Upload all the important 

information through forms 

and photos on its 

completion

Upload photos
Capture fresh geo-tagged 

photos from the field

Admin panel

Real time dashboard
Monitor location, attendance 

and task status completely 

real time.

Insights
Get insights around 

attendance and productivity.

Task management
Upload tasks via web, excel 

or API. Monitor tasks and 

critical task delays via our 

real time dashboard.

Downloadable reports
Download all information 

into excel for further 

processing
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How it works

Mark Attendance

Manually through app Automatically 
via shift timing

OR

Automatically 
via location

OR

Geoverified/Custom Tasks
Distance CalculationOrder Booking

ReaL Time Monitoring Data Insights Excel Reports
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Task Management

Task Allocation

Pick where to perform the task. Location could be a retail store or a 1000 hectare power plant. 
The tasks are geotagged and hence can only start at that particular location

Pinpointed Location Site Custom Build Geofence

Daily Weekly Custom 

Choose when and how you want to repeat the task. You can schedule on ad hoc dates, repeat 
daily until a fixed date or repeat on a fixed set of day(s) weekly.

 via Admin Panel  via Excel Upload  via API

Create tasks by uploading via our admin panel, through an excel file or via our API. Upload 
scheduled tasks up to a month in advance and assign any critical tasks real time through the 
panel.
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Task Fulfilment

Task Notification
Field executive gets a 
notification when work is 
assigned

Task Lists
Field Executives  can see 
their tasks on a list/map 
for today/future

Task Completion
FE can only start the task 
when they are in the right 
area and submit form/photo 
on task completion.

Real Time Monitoring

- Real time attendance
- Real time location of each 

Field Executive
- Real time status of tasks 

(in progress, completed, 
delayed)

- Know when the 
incomplete or ongoing 
tasks are about to breach 
your SLAs
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CXO

Insights

- Location tracking of Field Executives
- Task monitoring
- Attendance status
- Headcount at site
- Task delay 
- Travel Details 
- Easy approval of expenses 
- Easy shift allocation

- Easy integration with Business 
Intelligence tools

- Advanced reports on Attendance and 
Tasks using built in Artificial Intelligence 
tools

- Track the sites where SLAs are not 
being met

- Improve the efficiency of supervisors
- Get insights into top and least  

performing people
- Get useful insights such as travelling vs 

productive time for your field 
executives

How can we help you? 

Supervisor

Real Time Dashboard
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Field engineer

Task capture

- Real time data submission while it is still 
fresh

- Don't go back to office just for data 
submission

- Start and end tasks with 2 button clicks 
to capture things like  client meetings, 
field service appointments, etc.

- Transparency for employees from 
employee dashboard

Attendance

- Mark their attendance in and out to go 
on duty.

- Location tracking is only performed 
while on duty.

- Can start automatically based on shift 
timings.

- Auto Sign out after shift timings over
- Attendance override, leave request, 

expense addition all from one app

Want to see how Unolo can help your business?

Schedule Callback

https://unolo.com

